October
Fall Colors

Activities

Why do the leaves change color when the weather starts to get colder?
Check out the following activities to find out!
Activity 1: Learn the parts of a tree through a dance!
Activity 2: Learn how leaves change color through an experiment.
Activity 3: Make a beautiful fall painting using leaves that you find in your yard.
Activity 4: Go out to a McHenry County Conservation District site and go on a fall color scavenger hunt!

Activity 1: Tree Parts Dance!

Before we can learn about why leaves change color, we need to know all the
parts of the tree. Follow the instructions below to learn the tree parts dance!
1. Everyone should learn the different symbols for the different tree parts below.
2. Pick a leader who gets to shout out different tree parts.
3. As the leader shouts each tree part, everyone else and the leader must make the symbol for the part.
4. The leader can try going faster and slower to make people “dance” faster and slower.
5. Trade leaders so other people can lead the dance.

Bark

Leaves

Hug yourself, like the bark
hugs the tree.

Hold your arms up high and wiggle
your fingers like they are leaves
blowing in the wind.

Activity 1: Tree Parts Dance (Continued)
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Trunk

Roots

Stand straight and tall with hands
down to your sides.

Touch your toes.

Branches
Put your arms up and out to the side
like you are making the letter Y.

Activity 2: Why Do Leaves Change Colors?
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Conduct the following experiment to see how leaves change color in the fall!
Background Information
The leaves on a tree are responsible for making the oxygen that we breathe by transforming the carbon
dioxide we breathe out and mixing it with water the tree drinks up from the ground. This process is
called photosynthesis. During this process the leaves not only produce oxygen, but glucose, or sugar,
as well. The leaves also have chlorophyll that is responsible for giving the leaves their green color.
HERE IS THE TRICK! The color that the leaves change in the fall is always in the leaves even in the
spring and summer! The chlorophyll is just so strong that the green over powers the red, orange, yellow
and brown colors so the leaves look green in the warmer months. BUT, when the weather cools, the
chlorophyll stops producing the green pigment, so the true color of the leaf starts to show. Pretty cool
right?! Let’s conduct an experiment to see the true colors that the leaves are under the green!
Materials Needed:
-3 glass jars

- 3 coffee filters

-leaves

-rubbing alcohol

Procedure:
1. Go on a nature walk and collect a handful of leaves, try to collect 3 different colors.
Bring the leaves back to your home and sort them into 3 groups putting all the like colors together.
2. Put the sorted colors into the different jars, keeping all the like colors together.
3. Mash the leaves up in the jar, or tear them into very tiny pieces.
The more mashed you can get the leaves, the better.
4. Add in rubbing alcohol to cover the leaf-mash and continue to mash until it looks like juice.
5. Take each coffee filter and make a cone-like funnel out of each one. Place each cone coffee filter
into each jar with the tip of the cone pointed down into the liquid leaf mash.
6. Watch the filter as it starts to absorb the liquid. The longer you wait (hours, overnight is best)
the more colors you will see that the leaves contained!
7. As the liquid travels up the coffee filter, the colors start to separate.
This allows us to see all the colors that are in the leaves.

Activity 3: Fall Color Craft
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Follow the instructions to make your own fall leaf color craft to bring some
of the beautiful fall colors inside your home!
Materials:
-Leaves, different sizes and shapes
-Paintbrushes
-Acrylic Paint in fall colors
-Heavy paper, either construction paper or cardstock

Procedure:
1) Go for a nature walk and collect some leaves.
They can be any color!

2) Turn the leaves over on their backs (this makes
the veins show up better). Take one leaf and paint
the back of it.

3) Take the painted part of the leaf and gently
press it down on your paper. Lift it up to see the
beautiful leaf print!

...continued
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Activity 3: Fall Color Craft (Continued)

4) Make the picture your own! You can either
make a collage of different leaves and colors all
blended together. Or you can draw a big tree and
put the leaves on the branches of the tree!
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Activity 4: Fall Scavenger Hunt

Gear up and go on a scavenger hunt at one of the McHenry County Conservation District’s
Conservation Areas to see if you can find all the fall items on the list below!
Can You Find….?

___5 red leaves
___ 5 brown leaves
___ 5 yellow leaves

___ 5 orange leaves
___ A tree changing colors
___ A tree losing its leaves
___ Acorns on the ground

